
Club #85, founded 1913 January 27  2009th

Attendance: Herman Alves, John Bishop, Jacques Dénommée, Cézar Dragutan, Patrick Lemoine, Carlo Pugliese, Steve Sadler, George Shalhoub, Drew

Webster. Guest Speaker: Bettina Cremonezzi, Brazil..

Guest Speaker: Our speaker

was introduced by  President

Herman and thanked by Past

President Jacques Dénommée.

(The photo depicts a rose

between two thorns.) It was

Jacques who received the

hospitality request from Brazil

on behalf of the speaker, and

Herman who responded to it.   

Bettina Cremonezzi is a 19 year old law student from Sao

Paulo, Brazil. She has known Rotary for as long as she can

remember and speaks of attending events at a very young

age. She joined Interact at 14 and became President at 15.

A year later she went to Slovakia, returning to Brazil at 17. 

Some time later she joined Rotaract and decided she

wanted to perfect her English. Bettina’s father is a

founding member of one of the Rotary Clubs in Sao Paulo.

He is either the current President, or a Past President. Three

Rotary districts serve  Sao Paulo, a city of 18 million.  

Board Meeting: Following an impromptu discussion about

the future of our club, given our inability to find new

members, it was agreed that a Board Meeting would take

place on February 4  at 6pm at Le Bitoque. th

George Shalhoub reported the good news that Bob Velan

went to the office last week  for the first time since his

accident, walker and all. Can it be long before we see him

at our weekly meeting?

Report of Jan 13  meeting: (kindness of Udo Stundner)th

For the twelfth year in a row  we had the privilege to listen to
Mark S. Yamada, Founder, President & CEO of PUR Investing
Inc. a Toronto-based  money management firm offering
customized ETFs (Exchange Traded Funds) on the outlook of
North American financial markets.

As in previous years, Mr. Yamada started  his presentation with a 
review of the forecast made 12 months earlier.(The photo was
taken at that time.)  In early 2008 he called for caution but did not
anticipate the precipitous fall in equities in the second half of the

year, nor the problems in the financial sector
caused by Asset Backed Commercial Paper,
sub-prime mortgages and Credit Default Swaps
crossing over into the so-called "real
economy". On the other hand, and to his credit,
he linked his forecast for the Canadian Dollar
to movement in commodity prices in general
and in crude oil in particular.

Against the background of the current
economic  malaise,  he tried to demonstrate -- not without some humour and
in an excellent audio-visual presentation -- the unhealthy relationship, in his
mind, between some of the key players on the U.S. financial scene (Paulson,
Bernanke, Rubins, Thain etc.) -- all of them associated at one point or another
with Goldman Sachs. Our own governor of the Bank of Canada,  P. Carney is
part of that group.

On the market outlook for 2009,  Mr. Yamada showed himself relatively
optimistic, forecasting higher index levels both in New York and Toronto by
the end of the year. He was also confident that dividend rates on common
shares of Canadian banks would be maintained, an opinion not shared by
everyone in the audience.

Steve Sadler  thanked our speaker on behalf of the Montreal Rotary Club and
also on behalf of the Kiwanis Club of  Montreal who had joined us for this
special occasion. Rotary will make a donation to the charity of Mr.
Yamaada’s choice, namely The Toronto Childrens' Hospital.

Upcoming speakers: 

Feb 3rd: V. Raiche, Afghanistan Task Force, Cdn Int Dev Agency

(CIDA)

Feb 10 : TBAth

Feb 17  : Engineeers Without Borders. th

Next meeting: at 12.30 pm at the St. James Club, Feb 3rd.  


